In this paper, we deal with a class of Gilpin-Ayala ecological models with discrete and distributed time delays. By employing a fixed point theorem of strict-set-contraction and inequality techniques, some sufficient conditions for the existence of periodic solutions are established. As an application, one example is given to illustrate the validity of our main results.
Introduction
In this paper, we mainly study the following Gilpin-Ayala-like functional differential system with discrete and distributed time delays:
x i (t) = x i (t)[r i (t) -F i (t, x(t), y(t))], i = , , . . . , n, y j (t) = y j (t)[-r j (t) +F j (t, x(t), y(t))], j = , , . . . , m, (.) where x(t) = (x  (t), x  (t), . . . , x n (t)), y(t) = (y  (t), y  (t), . . . , y m (t)), -∞L lj (s) ds = . The importance of system (.) is due to the wide application of functional differential equations in the ecosystem. It is well known that functional differential equations are modeled by mathematical models to describe interactions and changes among species in many ecosystems or biological systems. One of the most famous and important population dynamics models is the Lotka-Volterra predator-prey model proposed by Lotka and Volterra in [, ] . This rudimentary and important model of mathematical ecology is expressed in the form of
F i t, x(t), y(t) =
where x(t) is the density of the prey species at time t, y(t) is the density of the predator species at time t. r is the intrinsic growth rate of the prey, a is the per-capita rate of predation of the predator, d is the death rate of the predator, b denotes the product of the per-capita rate of predation and the rate of converting the prey into the predator.
The Lotka-Volterra model and its various generalized forms have successfully described the interactions among species in a population dynamics. There have been many papers dealing with its various dynamical properties, and one has seen great progress [-]. However, regardless of this fact, the Lotka-Volterra system has a disadvantageous property, that is, the rate of change in the size of each species is a linear function of the sizes of the interacting species. It is worth noticing that Ayala and Gilpin et al.
[] conducted experiments on fruit fly dynamics to test the validity of competitions. The model accounting best for the experimental results is given by
where r i is the intrinsic rate of growth of species, K i is the environment carrying capacity of species i in the absence of competition, θ i provides a nonlinear measure of interspecific interference, and a ij provides a measure of interspecific interference. Compared with the Lotka-Volterra system, this model called Gilpin-Ayala competition system is somewhat more complicated and accurate. As soon as it was put forward, the Gilpin-Ayala model received extensive attention. Many scholars have studied the dynamics of the Gilpin-Ayala system and its various generalized forms and obtained a lot of good results (see [-] ).
To the best of our knowledge, there are few papers dealing with the existence of positive periodic solutions of system (.) by the theory of strict-set-contraction. Our main purpose of this paper is to establish some new existence conditions of positive periodic solutions for system (.) by using a fixed point theorem of strict-set-contraction.
Preliminaries
For convenience, we introduce the notation
. . , n, j = , , . . . , m, then system (.) changes into the following system:
where
,
) is a positive ω-periodic solution of system (.). Hence, we only need to argue the existence of a positive ω-periodic solutions of system (.). To do this, we introduce the following lemma.
Lemma . Let r ∈ C(R, R), a ∈ R and y a ∈ R, the unique solution of the initial value problem y (t) = r(t)y(t) + h(t), y(a) = y a is given by y(t) = y a e t a r(s) ds
The existence of periodic solutions of system (.) is equivalent to the existence of periodic solutions of the corresponding integral system. So the following lemma is important in our discussion.
) is equivalent to x(t) is an ω-periodic solution of the following integral system:
is an ω-periodic solution of (.), by applying Lemma . and the first equation of (.), for ξ ≥ t, we have
Let ξ = t + ω in the above equality and notice that u i (t) = u i (t + ω), r i (t + ω) = r i (t), we have
which implies that
Similarly, we get
Thus, we conclude that (u(t), v(t)) satisfies (.), and vice versa. The proof is complete. 
Thus, assertions () and () hold. Now we show that assertion () holds too. Indeed, by the integration by substitution, we have
It is similar to prove thatĜ j (t + ω, s + ω) =Ĝ j (t, s). The proof of Lemma . is complete.
For the sake of obtaining the existence of a periodic solution of system (.), we need the following preparations.
Let X be a real Banach space and K be a closed, nonempty subset of X. Then K is a cone provided 
is called strict-set-contractive if it is k-set-contractive for some  ≤ k < . Particularly, completely continuous operators are -set-contractive.
The following lemma is useful for the proof of our main results of this paper.
Lemma . ([, ]) Let K be a cone in the real Banach space X and K r,R = {x ∈ K :
r ≤ x ≤ R} with R > r > . Suppose that : K r,R → K is strict-set-contractive such that one of the following two conditions is satisfied:
(ii) x x, ∀x ∈ K , x = r and x x, ∀x ∈ K , x = R. Then has at least one fixed point in K r,R .
Let C(R, R n+m ) be a set of the continuous function x : R → R n+m . Define X = {x :
Then X is a Banach space. In view of Lemma ., we define the cone K in X as
Let the map be defined by
where x ∈ K , t ∈ R, 
Lemma . : K → K defined by (.) is well defined, that is, (K) ⊂ K .
Proof For any x ∈ K , it is clear that x ∈ C(R, R n+m ). In view of Lemma . and (.), we
For any x ∈ K , we have j s, u(s), v(s) ds, j = , , . . . , m, and
So x ∈ K . This completes the proof of Lemma ..
Proof It is easy to see that is continuous and bounded. Now we show that maps bounded sets into relatively compact sets. Let ⊂ K be an arbitrary open bounded set in K , then there exists a number R >  such that x < R for any x = (u  , . . . , u n , v  , . . . , v m ) T ∈ . We prove that ( ) is compact. In fact, for any x ∈ and t ∈ [, ω], we have
and
Similarly, for any x ∈ and t ∈ [, ω], we have
Hence,
It follows from Lemma . in [] that (¯ ) is relatively compact in X. The proof of Lemma . is complete.
Main results
In this section, we shall give our main results.
Theorem . If < , then system (.) has at least one positive ω-periodic solution.
Proof Take  < r < and R > . Noting that  < δ i <  andδ j > , we have i > i and j >ˆ j . Then we obtain  < r < < < R. It follows from Lemmas .-. and <  that is strict-set-contractive on K r,R . By Lemma ., it is easy to see that if there exists x * ∈ K such that x * = x * , then x * is one positive ω-periodic solution of system (.). Now, we shall prove that condition (ii) of Lemma . holds. First, we prove that x x, ∀x ∈ K , x = r. Otherwise, there exists x ∈ K , x = r such that x = x. So, x >  and x -x ∈ K , which implies that
From (.)-(.), we get x ≤ x < r = x , which is a contradiction. Next, we prove that x x, ∀x ∈ K , x = R also holds. Indeed, we only need to prove that x ≮ x, ∀x ∈ K , x = R. For the sake of contradiction, suppose that there exists x ∈ K and x = R From (.)-(.), we obtain x > x ≥ R, which is a contradiction. Therefore, condition (ii) of Lemma . holds. By Lemma ., we see that has at least one positive nonzero Thus, all the assumptions of Theorem . are satisfied. Hence, system (.) has at least one positive π -periodic solution.
